
Did You Know?
The Saskatchewan Mustard Association reached out to Black Fox and asked 
if we could make a mustard cocktail for the annual Mustard Festival. John 
responded with, “I’ll do you one better – I’ll make you a gin!” 

Black Fox Mustard Gin

Mustard Gin begins with our carefully crafted spirit utilizing 

ingredients that reflect our terroir. This creates an exceptional depth 

of flavour.

A Saskatchewan showcase in a bottle, highlighting the small but 

mighty mustard seed. We have taken our Canadian #3 Gin and steeped 

it with locally grown mustard seeds, resulting in sweet and savoury 

flavours with a hint of spice.

Features

This unique gin has a distinct complexity that mixologists enjoy, 

creating new variations of classic cocktails. Highlighting a unique 

combination of solid and liquid, the floating mustard seeds offer an 

extra treat that is pleasing to both the eye and palate.

About Black Fox Gin

Since the beginning, Black Fox was created to reconnect the consumer to where their drink comes from. As fifth-

generation farmers, we unite our passion for agriculture with the skill of distilling to showcase Saskatchewan. As a 

result of experimenting with what grows around us, we deliver flavourful gins that celebrate a spirit of connection.
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sales@blackfoxfarmanddistillery.com  

306-955-4645 
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Saskatoon SK  S7K 3J6 
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BlackFoxSpirits

Best enjoyed neat or substituted in your favourite whisky cocktail.

Black Fox MUstard Gin
Best enjoyed with citrus juices like grapefruit or lime, and creates a unique twist on a Honey Gimlet with this flavourful gin. 

INGREDIENTS

1.5 oz Black Fox Mustard Gin

Dash of Tabasco sauce

Dash of Worcestershire

Clamato

DIRECTIONS

In a tall glass rimmed with celery salt, add gin, 

Tabasco sauce, and Worcestershire. Top with 

Clamato juice and stir. Garnish with gusto. Enjoy.

More Mustard Gin cocktails can be found on our website at 

www.blackfoxfarmanddistillery.com

Caesar

Tasting Notes

Featuring infused mustard seeds that will change your ideas about what gin can be. This umami gin has a silky 

texture with a full-bodied mouthfeel, holding the flavours to the tongue. The flavours burst onto the palate with 

intensity, complex florals followed by a beautiful resinous juniper with a soft heated finish from the mustard seeds. 

Bottled in small batches creates a uniqueness in every sip.


